
AWARD WINNING 
DYNAMICS 365 PARTNER
Trust Sunrise to implement the last ERP you’ll ever need. 

We speak your language
No other partner knows your industry as well as Sunrise. With over 22 years of experience 
in ERP and BI, and well over 100 successful industry focused go-lives, it’s no wonder we 
have a reputation for knowing our stuff. You’ll have a more productive system evaluation, 
deployment, and ongoing support with our team of Microsoft certified specialists.
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Why choose Sunrise as your partner for a lifetime? It’s simple. 

Hit the ground running
Start with a system that’s ready to go with industry solutions built for Dynamics 365. Our 
exclusive solutions immediately deliver industry best practices and speed up implementations 
with pre-configurations, a business process library, and advanced supply chain capabilities.

Ready for the cloud
As a Microsoft Gold certified cloud ERP partner we’re ready to handle cloud deployments 
and our industry solutions are ready too. Sunrise has never missed a product update from 
Microsoft, so we’re able to offer the latest and greatest on day one.

Local (but global)
Headquartered in Winston-Salem, North Carolina, Sunrise has regional offices spanning 
North America, Europe, and Asia. No matter where you are in the world, count on Sunrise 
to bring industry expertise to the table, everywhere you do business.

Pay-as-you-go support
Why hire freelance consultants or expensive full time staff when you can leverage Sunrise 
Global Support? Gain a cost-effective support umbrella with 24x7 coverage across North 
America, Europe, and Asia. Let our team maximize your investment in Dynamics 365 or 
Dynamics AX for a lifetime, freeing up your team for more business critical initiatives.



About Sunrise Technologies
Sunrise Technologies is the premier provider of Microsoft Dynamics 365 and Power BI for apparel, footwear, 
home furnishings, textiles, consumer products, manufacturing, and retail companies. We deliver game 
changing, omni-channel, global, Tier 1 supply chain solutions without all the cost and complexity. 

From wholesale to retail, and from ERP to business intelligence, Sunrise offers a one-stop, end-to-end industry 
solution to deploy, enhance, and support Microsoft Dynamics 365 for a lifetime. Plus, you’ll be able to hit the 
ground running with industry best practices, pre-built configurations, and a proven methodology. 

The roadmap for Microsoft cloud solutions is extensive and our industry experts will work with you to 
implement the capabilities that best fit your needs. As a global systems integrator operating out of North 
America, Europe, and Asia, we are everywhere you do business.

We’ve put our experience to work to create exclusive solutions that work for you. 
When you implement Dynamics 365 with Sunrise you get: 

QuickStart Accelerator
Get new implementations and upgrades off to a running start with a rich content library of best practices, 
pre-built configurations, and project management tools. 

Supply Chain Solution
Robust, game-changing functionality like forecast netting, bulk order draw down, and supply chain 
analysis capabilities enhance key workflows in the Dynamics 365 solution.

Business Intelligence
Empower every level of the organization with embedded dashboards that deliver visual insights and 
facilitate data driven decision making. 

Global Support
Sunrise’s clients are global and so is our support team. Cost-effective, 24x7 support offerings ensure the 
right fit and maximum value for a lifetime.


